IndiVisible: African-Native American Lives in the
Americas
Within

the fabric of American identity is woven a story that has long been invisible—the lives and

experiences of people who share African American and Native American ancestry.
African and Native peoples came together in the Americas. Over centuries, African Americans and Native
Americans created shared histories, communities, families, and ways of life. Prejudice, laws, and twists of
history have often divided them from others, yet African-Native American people were united in the
struggle against slavery and dispossession, and then for self-determination and freedom.
For African-Native Americans, their double heritage is truly indivisible.

1. Do you have a mixed background? Can you draw a picture of your family, including your grandparents? Write
about everybody’s background in your picture.

2. What culture does your family embrace the most? What kinds of celebrations do you do at home? What are you
proud of?

3. Find two baskets in the exhibit. Which one is African? Which one is Native American? How are they different?
How are they similar? In the same case are examples of African and Native American jewelry. Compare and
contrast the jewelry. Look at the two figurines in the case. One is African and one is Native American, can you
tell which one? Sketch one of the items in the case here:

4. Watch the video about Ras K’Dee. Ras is half African-American and half Dry Creek Pomo. In his music, he often
combines elements from traditional Pomo songs with hip-hop, which has African and Hispanic influences. Find
another kind of music highlighted in this exhibit that has Native American and African American influences.
Write the name of the style of music here. What is the meaning behind this name?

5. Look at the map of America’s Black Towns and Settlements. Write the names of all the Black towns in California
here:

6. Gumbo is a stew that has influences from the French, Native Americans, and African Americans. Can you think of
another dish that is influenced by more than one culture?

7. Find a sewing needle in the exhibit and write here where you found it.

8. Locate the banner titled, “Pain and Gain on the Frontier.” Look closely at the photo and the painting of the
Kickapoo delegation. These two images are of the same event, but the painter chose to leave some of the
people out. Can you spot whom the painter omitted?

9. Who were the Buffalo Soldiers? And what did they do?

